
Team Manager Message 

SUFFOLK COUNTY ASA – COUNTY TEAM SELECTION 

In order for us to be able to select the very best team available to represent the county it is imperative we 
have the full cooperation of clubs to ensure the following: 

1. we are kept up to date with relevant information 
2. selection requests are forwarded promptly to swimmers 
3. eligible swimmers are made available for county selection 
4. embrace & promote the ethos of county selection as an honour not to be turned down  

We try to time the selection for each relevant competition to incorporate the latest possible set of results so 
we don’t miss out on any “in form” swimmers.  

It would be helpful to us if clubs could incorporate the county events into their own competition calendars 
so all swimmers are aware of the dates. 
 
Details of eligibility, selection criteria and current events are listed below which we hope will clarify the 
process.   
 
We look forward to your continuing cooperation and to successful county events.   
 
Please feel free to contact either of us if you would like further information or clarification. 

Dan Pilbrow   headcoach@westsuffolkswimming.co.uk 

Debs Greenhalgh  deb.greenhalgh@hotmail.co.uk 

 

Eligibility: 

Swimmers must be a bona fide member of a club affiliated to the County and be registered as a Category 2 
swimmer in accordance with the ASA Laws.  

To be selected a swimmer must not have represented another County or have competed in another 
County’s Championships in the same calendar year.  

Selection Criteria: 

Predominantly only times within the last 12 months (prior to a competition) set in licensed meets and 
recorded on the ASA rankings database will be used.  
 
However consideration will be given to times recorded in non licensed competitions (League Gala’s, Club 
Championships etc) on production of a valid set of results. 

Events: 

Dates for events are shown on the Calendar elsewhere on the website. 
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